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Intranuclear cascade calculations and fluid dynamical predictions of  the kinetic energy flow are 
compared for collisions of  40~a+40~a  and  238~+238~.  The aspect ratio, R13,  as obtained from the 
global analysis, is independent of  the bombarding energy for the intranuclear cascade model.  Fluid 
dynamics, on  the other  hand, predicts a dramatic increase of  R lj at medium  energies  Ei,1,<200 
MeV/nucleon.  In  fact, RI3(Elab)  directiy reflects the incornpressibility of  the nuclear  matter and 
can be used to extract the nuclear equation of  state at high densities.  Distortions of  the flow tensor 
due to few  nucleon scattering are analyzed.  Possible procedures to remove this background  from 
experimental data are discussed. 
Experimental  information  on  the  properties  of  dense 
matter is being sought by  studying the fragment emission 
Pattern  produced  in high  energy  nuclear  collisions.  For 
example,  the  double  differential  Cross  sections  of  light 
fragments emitted  from nearly  central-i.e.,  high  multi- 
plicity  selected-collisions  of  Ne  (393  MeV/nucleon) 
+  U  have been  measuredl and  compared  to the predic- 
tions of  the different theoretical calculation~.~  The mea- 
sured angular distributions of  the emitted protons in these 
central  collisions exhibit  strong forward  suppression. In 
contrast  to  the  data,  the  cascade  calculations  yield 
forward-peaked angular distributions, even if central col- 
lisions are selected.  On the other hand, the fluid dynami- 
cal  model,  with  final  thermal breakup  included,  gives  a 
reasonable description  of  the observed  forward  suppres- 
sion. 
Early  emulsion  experiments3  also  showed  sidewards 
peaking in the angular distribution of  emitted a particles. 
Another indication for collective flow effects has recently 
been found in a two-particle correlation measurement4: A 
fast sidewards  moving  proton  evidently is  preferentially 
emitted in coincidence with another proton moving in the 
Same direction ("jetting phenomenon"2  ),  rather than in the 
opposite direction as expected with knockout models.  All 
these  obsemations  have  remained  inconclusive, however, 
due to alternate possible explanations such as Coulomb ef- 
fects, depletion of  phase  space due to composite forma- 
tion, and geometncal shadowing effects. 
A  recent  idea  on  how  the collective flow  can be  ob- 
sewed  more  directly  is  "global"  momentum  tensor 
analysis.  This analysis can be  done experimentally only 
with  47 detector  Systems  such  as  emulsion,  streamer 
chamber, or the plastic ball.  The basic idea is to measure 
event-by-event  the  momenta  of  all  (charged) particles. 
Once this information is  available, one can transform all 
the  physical  quantities  into  the  center-of-momentum 
frame and  determine the direction of  maximum momen- 
tum  and  energy  flow  by  performing  a  principal  axis 
transformation.  The various  concepts  which  have  been 
proposed  to  analyze  nuclear  collisions  are  thr~st,',~,~ 
~~hericit~,~-'  and kinetic  energy fl~w.'-~  The first two 
concepts have been adapted from high energy physics, but 
they  have  the  disadvantage  of  being  either  nonanalytic 
(thrust) or of  not properly  taking into account the emis- 
sion of  composite particles (sphericity). The kinetic ener- 
gy flow ten~or,'-~ 
where  the sum runs over all fragments V  with  mass and 
Center of  mass momentum 3(v),  is a generalization of  the 
sphericity concept.  The factor +mv  ensures that compos- 
ite fragments contribute to the matter flow tensor with the 
correct weight relative to nucleons. 
By  comparing the results of the cascade and the hydro- 
dynamic calculation, we  Want  to determine the sensitivity 
of  the global variables to the collision dynamics.  In cas- 
cade calculations, rn,=miv  and the $(V)  are the final mo- 
menta of  all nucleons.  In hydrodynamic calculations, the 
reaction volume is divided into cells V  characterized  by  a 
mean  flow velocity, P(v)/mN,  a local temperature  T(v), 
and a local baryon number N(v). When the baryon densi- 
ty  in  a  cell  falls  below  a  freezeout  value,  pf=po/2, 
po=O. 15  fmP3,  it  contributes  an  amount  fiFj/2m 
+tiijT/2  to the flow tensor.  Thus, for hydrodynamics Fij 
is the sum of  a collective flow energy pij and a thermal 
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FIG.  1.  The  momentum  flow  analysis  for  U(400 
MeV/nucleon) +  U is shown in the R ,?-O plane for the cascade 
model calculation (the shaded  area indicating the width of  the 
ridge) and the fluid dynamical calculation (solid line). The num- 
bers indicate the impact parameter in fm's. 
energy tjij  ET  /3, 
Observe that the eigenvalues of F  are then h, =  h,, +ET/3, 
where h, are the eigenvalues of  However, the eigenvec- 
tors, e^„ are identical to those of F.  Thus, while the aspect 
ratio, R 13 =il/h3, where h, >  A2 > h3, is brought closer to 
unity  thermal  smearing,  the  flow  angle 
eF  =cos ';Cl  .P)  is unaffected by temperature. 
In Fig.  1 we  plot the flow angle B;&,  i.e., the angle of 
the largest principle axis of  the flow tensor to the beam 
axis, versus  the aspect ratio R13 for the reaction  U(400 
MeV/nucleon) +  U.  Note  that  R ,3 >> 1 reflects  events 
stretched  in momentum  space, while R 13 =  1 indicates  a 
spherical  momentum  distribution.  The  ridge  in  the 
( Oflow,  R 13 )  plane resulting  from  the cascade calculations 
depends on the total mass  of  the systems.  The cascade 
calculations6,'  show  that  substantial  flow  angles  should 
only  be  expected  for very  heavy  systems A  =AZ  > 100. 
Furthermore,  there are substantial finite number  distor- 
tions1°  of  the  flow  characteristics  for  A < 100.  Also 
shown are the results  of  the fluid dynamical  calculation 
for the Same system.  Larger deflection angles and aspect 
ratios R 13 indicate that the matter flux is apparently more 
strongly  correlated  for the hydrodynamical  model.  The 
impact parameter dependence of the flow angle, eF, aspect 
ratio R 13,  sphericity s  =  $(Al +h2), and  coplanarity  (or 
flatness)  C =  3  ( h2 -  i1  with  hl  <  h2  <  h3 the  principal 
values [normalized by  (TrFij  )-'I,  is shown in Fig. 2 from 
the  hydrodynamic  model. calculation  for  the  system 
40~a(400  MeV/nucleon) +  40~a.  Observe the greater sen- 
sitivity of  OF,R 13 to impact parameter than that of S and 
D.  Also note that R13  =  1.7 at b =O  is remarkably close 
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FIG.  2.  The  impact  parameter  dependence  of  RI3,  Oflow, 
sphericity, and coplanarity is shown as calculated for the reac- 
tion  40~a(400  MeV/nucleon) + 4%a  in  the  fluid  dynamical 
model. 
to the value computed via cascade for this reaction in Ref. 
7.  However, this coincidence is due only to finite number 
distortion  effects  in  cascade calculations.  As  shown  in 
Ref. 10, a sphere sampled randomly by  M particles results 
in ~~~~1+3/2/M+22/~=1.6  for M=80.  In hydro- 
dynamics, the limit M+  W  is taken.  Therefore R 13 =  1.7 
in hydrodynamics represents true collective flow, while in 
cascade this  value is consistent with  an  isotropic sphere 
sampled by  80 particles. 
The general behavior  of  the flow Pattern  in  the fluid 
dynamical  model  is  as  follows:  The  flow  angle  rises 
smoothly  from  O"  at  large  impact  Parameters  to  90"  at 
b =0,  while sphericity and coplanarity  rise from 0 to 0.9 
and  0.2,  respectively.  Since the matter  flow reflects the 
longitudinal, pi,  and transverse, p„  momentum  transfer 
in a collision, it can be  used to directly measure the pres- 
Sure built up in the high density Stage of the reaction" 
where df  represents a surface element between the partici- 
pant  and  the  spectator  matters  and  the  total  pressure 
P(p,S) is  the sum of  an interaction  pressure Pc(p,S  =0) 
and a kinetic term PT(p,S  > 0): 
The bombarding  energy  dependence of  (Pc  +PT  )/PT, 
i.e., the ratio of  the total pressure to the Fermi-gas term, 
has  been  calculated  in  Ref.  11.  The results  show  that 
there  is  a  strong  bombarding  energy  dependence  of 
P/PT(Elab  ).  The kinetic term PT dominates at high ener- 
gies, Elab  > 1 MeV/nucleon,  while the interaction term P, 
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FIG. 3.  The bombarding energy dependence of  the aspect ra- 
tio R13  is  shown for central collisions of  uranium on  uranium. 
The dashed area indicates the results of  the cascade calculation; 
the solid lines represent the results of  the fluid dynamical model 
for different equations of  state. 
MeV/nucleon.  Second, the total pressure is most sensitive 
to the stiffness of the nuclear equation of state at energies 
< 200  MeV/nucleon.  Since the flow  characteristics  de- 
knd  directly on the pressure, we can expect a dependence 
of  the flow  Pattern  on  the stiffness  of  the  equation  of 
state.  To check this idea we  have investigated the bom- 
barding  energy dependence of  the kinetic flow ratio R13 
for  central  collisions  of  U +U using  both  the  fluid 
dynamical and the cascade models. 
Figure 3 shows the main result cif  this Paper.  We find a 
strong energy dependence of R 13(E„b)  in the fluid dynam- 
ical  calculation,  which  indeed closely reflects the energy 
dependence  of  P/PT(Elab)  discussed  above.  This  is  in 
stark contrast to the cascade results (shaded area in Fig. 3) 
that show no appreciable indications for a dependence of 
R 13 on the bombarding energy, even for the heavy system 
U +  U.  The values  R ;Fde  < 1.5 reflect  only a globally 
thermalized  "fireball" mome&m  distribution.  In partic- 
ular, finite number effects"  map R 13 =  1.0 into R 13 -  1.2 
for M =476.  The strong  collective flow, as observed in 
the hydrodynamical calculations, is not seen.  At high en- 
ergies, Elab  > 1 GeV, both approaches yield similar values 
R 13 < 1.5.  In  hydrodynamics  R l3  approaches  unity  be- 
cause  the  random  thermal  flow  aijET/3 dominates  the 
collective flow 6,  in Eq. (2)  at high energies. 
The dependence of  R 13(Elab)  on the nuclear compressi- 
bility is  of  particuiar  interest.  Figure 3 shows R 13(Elab) 
for three different equations of  state.  As with the depen- 
dence of P/PT on the compressibility, R 13 increases (at a 
given  bombarding  energy)  if  the  compressibility  [and 
hence Pc(p)]  is increased.  This finding shows that global 
event analysis as  a function of  heam  energy  can indeed 
provide  information  on  the stiffness  of  the equation  of 
state.  The measurement of R 13(Elab)  can also allow for an 
experimental search for abnormal superdense states (pion 
condensates, density isomers, in general bends and secon- 
dary minima in the interaction pressure), which would re- 
veal themselves by a threshold decrease of R 13 at the criti- 
cal bombarding energy EY,"~'  sufficient for a transition into 
an abnormal state to occur.  (The decrease of  the interac- 
tion  pressure  P,  may  even  lead  to  metastable  density 
isomeric states.  Just above the barrier to such a hypothet- 
ical abnormal  state, P,  would be  negative and inhibit an 
immediate decay  of  this  state.I2)  The consideration  of 
such abnormal states is speculative.  However, our point is 
that R 13(Elab)  is a sensitive probe to exotic phenomena as 
well. 
To compare with  actual  experiments, the ideal hydro- 
dynamic model predictions  will  have to be  corrected  for 
the contribution to F due to nucleons that suffer too few 
collisions  to  evolve  hydrodynamically.  First,  there  are 
spectator nucleons that do not suffer any large momentum 
transfer  collisions in  the  first place.  Second, there  are 
knockout nucleons which suffer only on NN collision.  Fi- 
nally, there are intermediate collision nucleons that suffer 
2-3  collisions.  These nucleons will be distributed approx- 
imately isotropically in the c.m. frame.I3 
To incorporate  such  nonhydrodynamical background, 
we  decompose F according  to the number  of  collisions 
made by nucleons 
where P(n),  with zP(n)=  1, is the relative weight of the 
contribution of nucleons, which collided n times, to F, and 
F(n)  is the flow tensor associated with the final distribu- 
tion of such n collision nucleons in momentum space.  We 
normalize  F  to  unit  trace  in  Eq.  (5)  by  requiring 
TrF(n)=  1 for all n.  At best, the flow tensor calculated in 
hydrodynamics can approximate F(n)  for n >>  1.  To gain 
insight into the effect of  small n contributions, we  divide 
Eq. (5) into three main terms, 
where F is given by  Eq. (2),  po  =P(O)+P( 1)  is the weight 
of  spectator and  direct knockout  nucleons, and pl is the 
fraction of  nucleons suffering an intermediate number of 
collisions with  Nc-2-3.  The spectator  plus  knockout 
contribution F.  is approximated by 
since  the  spectator  nucleons  and-due  to  the  fonvard- 
backward  peaking  of  the  N-N  Cross  section-also  the 
knockout nucleons are concentrated around i  the incident 
c.m. momentum per nucleon.I3 For simplicity we approxi- 
mate the intermediate collision contribution, N,  =  2-3,  by 
an isotropic momentum distrihution for which 
Finally, for central collisions, for which F in Eq. (2) is di- 
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the full tensor has the diagonal form 
Note,  for  example,  from  Fig.  3  that  rh  -0.5  for  the 
U +  U collision at 400 MeV/nucleon.  For 0 <  r < 1, F in 
Eq.  (10) describes  a  pancake  shape  with  aspect  ratio 
R 13 =  1  /r and flow angle OF =  90". For r > 1, F  describes a 
cigar shape with R 13 =r and BF=O". 
The effect of adding F.  and F1  to F in Eq. (6)  is to re- 
place the hydrodynamic value, rh,  by r given by 
For  example,  for  rh =+, i.e.,  R13  =2, the  measured  r 
exceeds 1 if  the fraction of  spectator nucleons po exceeds  +. withpl=$,r>l whenpo>+. 
Equation (1  1) shows that the magnitude of R  13 in Fig. 3 
can be  significantly reduced as a result of  the nonhydro- 
dynamic background contributions.  Only a 5% spectator 
contribution  is  required  to  lower  RI3  from  4  at  300 
MeV/nucleon  in Fig.  3 to 2.7.  Alternately, a 25%  inter- 
mediate isotropic background  is sufficient  to reduce R  13 
to 2.5 from 4.  Therefore, in comparing data to the hydro- 
dynamic predictions in Fig. 3, the substantial modification 
of R 13 die  to the background must be taken into account. 
The presence of the nucleons with N, 53  also means that 
the hydrodynamic calculation should only be started after 
the few collision initial stage with densities depleted to the 
value  po(l-po-pl)  instead  of  using  all  the  nucleons. 
However, due to  the scaling of  the hydrodynamic equa- 
tions with the nucleon number A  (i.e., since the results of 
the calculations  are practically  independent of  A),  we  do 
not anticipate a qualitative change of these results. 
A simple way  to eliminate the spectator and knockout 
contributions  is  to remove nucleons with  momenta  in  a 
shell of  radius P,,„,  and  thickness  A-  100 MeV/c  from 
the sum of Eq. (1). However, it is not so simple to remove 
the approximate isotropic background F1.  One possibility 
is to estimate that component via an intranuclear cascade 
calculation.  However, a powerful way to get a handle on 
the background  is to measure  the double and  triple  dif- 
ferential  distribution  for  very  high  multiplicity  events 
dire~tl~.~  Recall that global event analysis is required for 
noncentral collisions only because we do not know the re- 
action plane ahead of time.  Only global analysis can pro- 
vide an estimate of  that reaction plane.  Once such an esti- 
mate is made, however, there is no reason aside from lim- 
ited statistics not to rotate all events into the same plane 
and  then  to display  the  triple  differential  cross  section, 
d3u/dp"  as suggested in  Ref.  2.  The triple differential 
cross section is shown for 40~a(400  MeV/nucleon) 3- 40~a 
at b =2 fm in Fig. 4.  The eigenvalues of F only provide a 
moment  analysis  of  that  triple  differential  distribution. 
For central collisions, there is obviously azimuthal  sym- 
metry and there is no need to rotate events in the azimuth. 
In this case F provides a moment analysis effectively only 
for  the  double  differential  distribution  d2a/d~  d cos8. 
Clearly,  d3u contains  far  more  information  than F.  In 
particular,  the spectator  contributions and  the  isotropic 
FIG.  4.  The  triple  differential  invariant  cross  section 
( 1  /I3)d'u/dp3 is  shown for 'O~a(400  MeV/nucleon) +  40Ca at 
6 =2 fm as obtained from the fluid dynamical calculation. 
background  may  be  more  easily  distinguished  from  the 
sidewards enhanced hydrodynamic contribution in that all 
three  components  are  associated  with  different  phase 
space regions. 
It is interesting to point out that in the first experimen- 
tal  event-by-event  analysis,  the  observed  transverse 
momentum  transfer and flow angles considerably exceed 
the corresponding  cascade simulations,  even  for Systems 
as light as Ne +  NaF and Ar +  KCI, at energies between 
0.4 and  1.8 ~e~/nucleon.'~  The largest deviations from 
the cascade predictions  seem  to emerge for the heaviest 
system  studied  to  date,  Ar + Pb  at  0.4  and  0.8 
GeV/nucleon:  The observed  average flow angles exceed 
the  maximum  flow  angle  predicted  by  the  cascade  by 
more than 50%. 
In conclusion, an event by event analysis of 4.rr exclusive 
experiments seems to be  of  great interest in order to ex- 
plore the flow effects in collisions of  heavy  nuclei, e.g., 
Pb(200 MeV/nucleon) +  Pb.  It offers the unique  oppor- 
tunity to study nuclear matter properties at high densities. 
We  have shown that such experiments may be  useful to 
probe the compressibility of  dense matter and  to search 
specifically  for  phase  transitions  at  high  densities  and 
temperatures.  There are indeed challenging  questions to 
be answered by experiments in the near future. 
Note added in proof.  Recent data from the plastic ball 
electronic  detection  system  confirm  the  theoretically EVENT-BY-EVENT ANALYSIS:  POSSIBLE TESTING GROUND . . . 
predicted strong sidewards peak in the distribution of flow 
angles in an event-by-event analysis of  the reaction 93~b 
(0.4 GeV/nucleon) +  93~b.'5 
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